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To enhance the overall viewing experience (for cinema, TV, games, AR/VR) the media
industry is continuously striving to improve image quality. Currently the emphasis is on
High Dynamic Range (HDR) and Wide Colour Gamut (WCG) technologies, which yield images
with greater contrast and more vivid colours. The uptake of these technologies, however,
has been hampered by the significant challenge of understanding the science behind visual
perception. Vision Models for High Dynamic Range and Wide Colour Gamut Imaging provides
university researchers and graduate students in computer science, computer engineering,
vision science, as well as industry R&D engineers, an insight into the science and
methods for HDR and WCG. It presents the underlying principles and latest practical
methods in a detailed and accessible way, highlighting how the use of vision models is a
key element of all state-of-the-art methods for these emerging technologies. Presents the
underlying vision science principles and models that are essential to the emerging
technologies of HDR and WCG Explores state-of-the-art techniques for tone and gamut
mapping Discusses open challenges and future directions of HDR and WCG research
Collection of selected, peer reviewed papers from the 2014 International Conference on
Measurement, Instrumentation and Automation (ICMIA 2014), April 23-24, 2014, Shanghai,
China. The 380 papers are grouped as follows: Chapter 1: Measurement Science, Methods and
Techniques of Measurements, Chapter 2: Signal Acquisition and Data Processing Techniques,
Chapter 3: Research and Design of Measurement Instruments, Chapter 4: Sensors Technology,
Chapter 5: Image and Video Processing, Chapter 6: Artificial Intelligence, Optimization
Algorithms and Computational Mathematics, Chapter 7: Mechatronics and Robotics, Chapter
8: Control and Automation of Industrial Objects, Chapter 9: Electronics, Integrated
Systems and Power Electronics, Chapter 10: Communications Technology, Chapter 11:
Computer Networks and Security, Chapter 12: Software Development and Application, Chapter
13: Computer and Information Technologies, Chapter 14: Materials, Mechanical Engineering
and Manufacturing, Chapter 15: Fluid Power Transmission and Control, Chapter 16: Power
Engineering, Chapter 17: Transportation, Chapter 18: Biomaterials and Sports Mechanics,
Chapter 19: Engineering Education and Engineering Management
In 1956, two Bell Labs scientists discovered the scientific formula for getting rich. One
was mathematician Claude Shannon, neurotic father of our digital age, whose genius is
ranked with Einstein's. The other was John L. Kelly Jr., a Texas-born, gun-toting
physicist. Together they applied the science of information theory—the basis of computers
and the Internet—to the problem of making as much money as possible, as fast as possible.
Shannon and MIT mathematician Edward O. Thorp took the "Kelly formula" to Las Vegas. It
worked. They realized that there was even more money to be made in the stock market.
Thorp used the Kelly system with his phenomenally successful hedge fund, PrincetonNewport Partners. Shannon became a successful investor, too, topping even Warren
Buffett's rate of return. Fortune's Formula traces how the Kelly formula sparked
controversy even as it made fortunes at racetracks, casinos, and trading desks. It
reveals the dark side of this alluring scheme, which is founded on exploiting an
insider's edge. Shannon believed it was possible for a smart investor to beat the
market—and William Poundstone's Fortune's Formula will convince you that he was right.
Fortune's Formula
Conference proceedings. ICT for language learning. 9th edition
Singapore, Singapore, November 1-2, 2014, Revised Selected Papers, Part I
Linear-fitting-based Similarity Coefficient Map for Tissue Dissimilarity Analysis in -w
Magnetic Resonance Imaging *Project Supported in Part by the National High Technology
Research and Development Program of China (Grant Nos. 2015AA043203 and 2012AA02A604), the
National Natural Science Foundation of China (Grant Nos. 81171402, 61471349, and
81501463), the Innovative Research Team Program of Guangdong Province, China (Grant No.
2011S013), the Science and Technological Program for Higher Education, Science and
Research, and Health Care Institutions of Guangdong Province, China (Grant No.
2011108101001), the Natural Science Foundation of Guangdong Province, China (Grant No.
2014A030310360), the Fundamental Research Program of Shenzhen City, China (Grant No.
JCYJ20140417113430639), and Beijing Center for Mathematics and Information
Interdisciplinary Sciences, China
Fundamentals and Case Studies
The Untold Story of the Scientific Betting System That Beat the Casinos and Wall Street
Geoffrey Berg, a graduate of Cambridge University, England, believes the case for atheism has never been put in as forceful and logically cogent a way
as it merits, least of all by the great philosophers. In this book he sets out to remedy that by strengthening some traditional atheistic arguments and by
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initiating some new logical arguments for atheism. Geoffrey Berg develops six simple completely logical arguments in clear language that practically
everybody can understand in a way that has never been done before to prove that belief in God is not merely unsupported by Logic but is actually contrary
to Logic. This is a groundbreaking book because it is probably the first attempt by a single author that devotes an entire book to absolutely disproving the
existence of God, all the time matching verbal arguments with strictly logical formulations of the argument. It aims to crystallize the case for atheism in
a way that has not been done before. It is likely in retrospect to be seen as a landmark book because some of the novel arguments in this book are likely to
be used hereafter by people around the world.
Debate and critical oracy allow students to deepen their knowledge and understanding of academic subjects while simultaneously developing their
communication and critical thinking skills, which can be hugely effective in increasing attainment. This book, written by an experienced teacher and
founder of The Noisy Classroom, aims to help students learn to argue, disagree and debate in a constructive manner. Packed with resources and engaging
exercises, it shows teachers how to develop an argument culture in the classroom that promotes open-mindedness and encourages students to explore new
perspectives, defend views and challenge others. The Noisy Classroom includes: A reflection on critical oracy and why it is important. A step-by-step guide
for teachers to set up and encourage debate across the curriculum, highlighting how to get the most out of a noisy classroom. Advice for teachers on how
to overcome barriers to building and using critical oracy in the classroom, including troubleshooting when things go wrong. Practical ideas for
sharpening pair, group and whole-class discussions, ranging from small starter and plenary activities to full parliamentary-style debates. The book brings
together activities gathered and tested over 20 years of working in debate, oracy and education. It is intended for school teachers, including both NQTs
and more experienced practitioners.
This book describes the wave characteristics of contact lines taking wind into consideration and discusses new methods for detecting catenary geometry,
pantograph slide fault, and catenary support system faults. It also introduces wire-irregularity detection methods for catenary estimation, and discusses
modern spectrum estimation tools for catenary. It is organized in three parts: the first discusses statistical characteristics of pantograph-catenary data,
such as stationarity, periodicity, correlation, high-order statistical properties and wave characteristics of contact lines, which are the basis of pantographcatenary relationship analysis. The second part includes geometry parameter detection and support-system fault detection in catenary, as well as slidefault detection in pantographs, and presents some new detection algorithms and plans. The final part addresses catenary estimation, including detection
of contact-line wire irregularities and estimation of catenary based on spectrum, and presents detection methods for contact-line irregularity and modern
spectrum estimation tools for catenary.
Collins New GCSE Maths Edexcel Linear Teacher's Pack Higher 1 contains everything you need to deliver effective lessons in mathematics with
confidence for students working at Grades D to A*. Fully matched to Edexcel's new GCSE Maths Linear specification, these teacher resources offer welldifferentiated lesson plans and additional support. The Teacher's Pack allows you to: * Capture the essence of chapters at a glance with chapter
overviews * Easily access learning objectives and references to exam board specifications, KS4 Programme of Study, Functional Skills Standards and
Personal Learning and Thinking Skills (PLTS) for each chapter * Link maths concepts and help students to access functional and problem-solving
scenarios * Raise standards by providing the right level of progression for every student by using the well-differentiated lesson plans * Involve the whole
class in engaging activities and discussions using the Starter * Lead students into the main concepts and exercises with the Main Lesson Activity *
Consolidate and summarise learning using the Plenary * Quickly access the answers to all questions in the corresponding Student Book and Homework
Book * Plan ahead and save time using the ready-made Scheme of Work * Customise your lessons using Lesson Plans in Word format on the CD-Rom
Image Processing for Computer Graphics
The Cultural Work of Standing In
Scientific Computing and Data Science Applications with Numpy, SciPy and Matplotlib
The Boy Who Grew Dragons
Computer Vision - ACCV 2014 Workshops
Meshes and Pyramids

As teachers grapple with the challenge of a new, bigger and more challenging school curriculum, at every key stage and
phase, success can feel beyond our reach. But what if there were 50,000 small solutions to help us bridge that gap? In Closing
the Vocabulary Gap, Alex Quigley explores the increased demands of an academic curriculum and how closing the vocabulary
gap between our ‘word poor’ and ‘word rich’ students could prove the vital difference between school failure and success. This
must-read book presents the case for teacher-led efforts to develop students' vocabulary and provides practical solutions for
teachers across the curriculum, incorporating easy-to-use tools, resources and classroom activities. Grounded in the very best
available evidence into reading development and vocabulary acquisition, Closing the Vocabulary Gap sets out to: help teachers
understand the vital role of vocabulary in all learning; share what every teacher needs to know about reading (but was afraid
to ask); unveil the intriguing history of words and exactly how they work; reveal the elusive secrets to achieve spelling success;
provide strategies for vocabulary development for all teachers of every subject and phase. With engaging anecdotes from the
author’s extensive personal teaching experience woven throughout, as well as accessible summaries of relevant research, Alex
Quigley has written an invaluable resource suitable for classroom teachers across all phases, literacy leaders and senior
leadership teams who wish to close the vocabulary gap.
Collection of selected, peer reviewed papers from the 2014 International Conference on Applied Sciences, Engineering and
Technology (ICASET 2014), July 28-29, 2014, Qingdao, China. The 393 papers are grouped as follows: Chapter 1: Materials
Science and Technology, Chemical Engineering, Chapter 2: Biomaterials, Medicine, Biotechnologies and Pharmaceutics,
Chapter 3: Industrial, Dynamics, Mechanical, Manufacturing Engineering and Processing, Measurement and Instrumentation,
Chapter 4: Products and Systems Design, Modelling and Simulation, Intelligent Automation and Control Systems, Chapter 5:
Signal and Image Processing, Intelligent Recognition, Intelligent Algorithms and Methods, ?omputational Mathematics, Chapter
6: Information Technology and Networks Applications, Data Management and Software, Internet and Communications
Technologies, Chapter 7: Environmental Engineering and Resource Development, Chapter 8: Management, Economics, Social,
Logistics and Engineering Management, Chapter 9: New Technologies in Engineering Education and Teaching
This book constitutes the proceedings of the First International Conference on Security Standardisation Research, SSR 2014,
which was held in London, UK, in December 2014. The 14 full papers presented in this volume were carefully reviewed and
selected from 22 submissions. The papers cover a range of topics in the field of security standardisation research, including
cryptographic evaluation, standards development, analysis with formal methods, potential future areas of standardisation, and
improving existing standards.
Automatie object recognition is a multidisciplinary research area using con cepts and tools from mathematics, computing,
optics, psychology, pattern recognition, artificial intelligence and various other disciplines. The purpose of this research is to
provide a set of coherent paradigms and algorithms for the purpose of designing systems that will ultimately emulate the
functions performed by the Human Visual System (HVS). Hence, such systems should have the ability to recognise objects in
two or three dimensions independently of their positions, orientations or scales in the image. The HVS is employed for tens of
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thousands of recognition events each day, ranging from navigation (through the recognition of landmarks or signs), right
through to communication (through the recognition of characters or people themselves). Hence, the motivations behind the
construction of recognition systems, which have the ability to function in the real world, is unquestionable and would serve
industrial (e.g. quality control), military (e.g. automatie target recognition) and community needs (e.g. aiding the visually
impaired). Scope, Content and Organisation of this Book This book provides a comprehensive, yet readable foundation to the
field of object recognition from which research may be initiated or guided. It repre sents the culmination of research topics that
I have either covered personally or in conjunction with my PhD students. These areas include image acqui sition, 3-D object
reconstruction, object modelling, and the matching of ob jects, all of which are essential in the construction of an object
recognition system.
New Logical Disproofs of the Existence of God : Six Improved Arguments for Atheism
Advances in Measurements and Information Technologies
6th International Symposium, ISoLA 2014, Corfu, Greece, October 8-11, 2014, and 5th International Symposium, ISoLA 2012,
Heraklion, Crete, Greece, October 15-18, 2012, Revised Selected Papers
Image Structure
Object Recognition
Measurement Technology and its Application III
Technology is at the heart of learning for all of us and every teacher needs to be using social media, mobile technologies
and transformational digital learning opportunities as an integral part of their range of strategies for helping students
make the maximum progress. In this book in the 'Perfect' series, Mark Anderson, the ICT Evangelist, takes the
technology-relatedelements of all the recent subject reports from Ofsted and using them offers clear and practical
strategies that are proven to be successful in classrooms and offers up ideas for how they can be turned into a daily
reality for all teachers.
This text on numerical computing, presented through the medium of the C++ language, is designed for students of
science and engineering who are serriously studying nummerical methods for the first time. It should also be of interest
to computing scientists who wish to see how C++ can be used in earnest for nummerical computation. The mathematical
prerequisites are those which an undergraduate student of science or engineering might be expected to possess after
the earlier years of study: elementary calculus, linear algebra, and differential equations. In computing, a good
knowledge, such as Basic, Fortran, or Pascal, is asumed, while a working knowledge of C would be an advantage.
However, no prior knowledge of C++ is assumed. The language is developed in step with its numerical applications.
Features of the language not used here are ignored. What remains, however, is a powerful framework for numerical
computations and more than enough for an introductory text.
"'The Boy Who Grew Dragons' is good-hearted fantasy fun."-New York Times Book Review "This gently funny title is a
must-purchase for public libraries, and a great recommendation for readers of all ages"-School Library Journal,
STARRED REVIEW "Never has so much toilet humor been so charming."-Kirkus Reviews "Readers will be eager for
more."-Booklist This hilarious middle-grade novel with illustrations throughout sees Tomas discover that he can grow
dragons in his own garden! When Tomas discovers a strange old tree at the bottom of his grandfather's garden, he
doesn't think much of it. But he takes the funny fruit from the tree back into the house and gets the shock of his life when
a tiny dragon hatches! The tree is a dragon fruit tree, and Tomas now has his very own dragon, Flicker! While Tomas
finds out that life with Flicker is fun, he also finds that it is very...unpredictable. Yes, dragons are wonderful, but they also
set fire to your toothbrush and leave your underwear hanging from the TV antenna. Tomas has to learn how to look after
Flicker---and quickly! And then something extraordinary happens: More dragon fruits appear on the tree! Now it's official,
Tomas is growing dragons.
Collection of selected, peer reviewed papers from the 2014 International Conference on Sensors, Instrument and
Information Technology (ICSIIT 2014), January 18-19, 2014, Guangzhou, China. The 228 papers are grouped as follows:
Chapter 1: Design and Research of Sensors, Chapter 2: Technologies of Measurements, Chapter 3: Equipment and
Instruments for Measurements, Chapter 4: Testing, Monitoring, Detecting: Theory and Applications, Chapter 5: Signal
and Data Processing, Computational Mathematics and Artificial Intelligence, Chapter 6: Communications and Network
Technologies, Chapter 7: Database Systems, Chapter 8: Computer Software Engineering, Chapter 9: Computer Design
and Researches in the Field of Engineering, Chapter 10: Robotics, Control and Automation Systems, Chapter 11:
Electronic Devices and Embedded Systems, Chapter 12: Applied Information Technologies in Engineering Management
First International Conference, ICAA 2014, Kolkata, India, January 13-15, 2014. Proceedings
A Mathematical Introduction with OpenGL
The Six Ways of Atheism
Parallel Algorithms for Regular Architectures
Intelligent Systems in Technical and Medical Diagnostics
Handbook of Computer Animation

This book and its companion volume, LNCS vol. 8794 and 8795 constitute the proceedings of the 5th
International Conference on Swarm Intelligence, ICSI 2014, held in Hefei, China in October 2014. The 107
revised full papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 198 submissions. The papers are
organized in 18 cohesive sections, 3 special sessions and one competitive session covering all major
topics of swarm intelligence research and development such as novel swarm-based search methods;
novel optimization algorithm; particle swarm optimization; ant colony optimization for travelling salesman
problem; artificial bee colony algorithms; artificial immune system; evolutionary algorithms; neural
networks and fuzzy methods; hybrid methods; multi-objective optimization; multi-agent systems;
evolutionary clustering algorithms; classification methods; GPU-based methods; scheduling and path
planning; wireless sensor networks; power system optimization; swarm intelligence in image and video
processing; applications of swarm intelligence to management problems; swarm intelligence for realPage 3/7
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world application.
Despite the fact that images constitute the main objects in computer vision and image analysis, there is
remarkably little concern about their actual definition. In this book a complete account of image structure
is proposed in terms of rigorously defined machine concepts, using basic tools from algebra, analysis, and
differential geometry. Machine technicalities such as discretisation and quantisation details are deemphasised, and robustness with respect to noise is manifest. From the foreword by Jan Koenderink: `It is
my hope that the book will find a wide audience, including physicists - who still are largely unaware of the
general importance and power of scale space theory, mathematicians - who will find in it a principled and
formally tight exposition of a topic awaiting further development, and computer scientists - who will find
here a unified and conceptually well founded framework for many apparently unrelated and largely
historically motivated methods they already know and love. The book is suited for self-study and graduate
courses, the carefully formulated exercises are designed to get to grips with the subject matter and
prepare the reader for original research.'
Image processing is a central theme in computer graphics. This book provides a modern introduction to
both the underlying mathematics and the main concepts and techniques of the subject. It covers
important modern techniques such as morphing and warping images as well as dithering, compositing,
and other operations on images.
More widely cited than ever before, this book presents findings on the disparities in daily interactions
between parents and children of different socioeconmic backgrounds and the effect of these disparities on
children's vocabulary and later intellect.
Advances in Applied Sciences, Engineering and Technology II
The Bariatric Bible
Detection and Estimation Research of High-speed Railway Catenary
5th International Workshop, STACOM 2014, Held in Conjunction with MICCAI 2014, Boston, MA, USA,
September 18, 2014, Revised Selected Papers
Discovering Wavelets
An Introduction to Verification of Visualization Techniques
For many years technical and medical diagnostics has been the area of intensive scientific research. It covers wellestablished topics as well as emerging developments in control engineering, artificial intelligence, applied mathematics,
pattern recognition and statistics. At the same time, a growing number of applications of different fault diagnosis
methods, especially in electrical, mechanical, chemical and medical engineering, is being observed. This monograph
contains a collection of 44 carefully selected papers contributed by experts in technical and medical diagnostics, and
constitutes a comprehensive study of the field. The aim of the book is to show the bridge between technical and medical
diagnostics based on artificial intelligence methods and techniques. It is divided into four parts: I. Soft Computing in
Technical Diagnostics, II. Medical Diagnostics and Biometrics, III. Robotics and Computer Vision, IV. Various Problems of
Technical Diagnostics. The monograph will be of interest to scientists as well as academics dealing with the problems of
designing technical and medical diagnosis systems. Its target readers are also junior researchers and students of
computer science, artificial intelligence, control or robotics.
This book includes Monday to Friday lessons for each day of a 36-week school year and short daily lessons. The Monday
to Thursday lessons include two sentences to edit, including corrections in punctuation, capitalization, spelling,
grammar, and vocabulary and three items practicing a variety of language and reading skills. Friday practice cycles
through five formats: language usage, identifying and correcting mistakes, combining sentences, choosing reference
materials and figurative speech (similes, metaphors). The pages are reproducible and the book includes a skills list and
answer keys.
Parallel-Algorithms for Regular Architectures is the first book to concentrate exclusively on algorithms and paradigms
for programming parallel computers such as the hypercube, mesh, pyramid, and mesh-of-trees. Algorithms are given to
solve fundamental tasks such as sorting and matrix operations, as well as problems in the field of image processing,
graph theory, and computational geometry. The first chapter defines the computer models, problems to be solved, and
notation that will be used throughout the book. It also describes fundamental abstract data movement operations that
serve as the foundation to many of the algorithms presented in the book. The remaining chapters describe efficient
implementations of these operations for specific models of computation and present algorithms (with asymptotic
analyses) that are often based on these operations. The algorithms presented are the most efficient known, including a
number of new algorithms for the hypercube and mesh-of-trees that are better than those that have previously appeared
in the literature. The chapters may be read independently, allowing anyone interested in a specific model to read the
introduction and then move directly to the chapter(s) devoted to the particular model of interest. Russ Miller is Assistant
Professor in the Department of Computer Science, State University of New York at Buffalo. Quentin F. Stout is Associate
Professor in the Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science at the University of Michigan. Parallel
Algorithms for Regular Architectures is included in the Scientific Computation series, edited by Dennis Gannon.
This book constitutes the thoroughly refereed post-conference proceedings of the 5th International Workshop on
Statistical Atlases and Computational Models of the Heart: Imaging and Modelling Challenges, STACOM 2014, held in
conjunction with MICCAI 2014, in Boston, MA, USA, in September 2014. The 30 revised full papers were carefully
reviewed and selected from numerous submissions. The papers cover a wide range of topics such as sections on
cardiac image processing; atlas construction; statistical modelling of cardiac function across different patient
populations; cardiac mapping; cardiac computational physiology; model customization; atlas based functional analysis;
ontological schemata for data and results; integrated functional and structural analyses; as well as the pre-clinical and
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clinical applicability of these methods.
Security Standardisation Research
An Introduction to Numerical Methods in C++
Perfect ICT Every Lesson
The Noisy Classroom
First International Conference, SSR 2014, London, UK, December 16-17, 2014. Proceedings
Digital Image Processing of Remotely Sensed Data

The three-volume set, consisting of LNCS 9008, 9009, and 9010, contains carefully reviewed and selected
papers presented at 15 workshops held in conjunction with the 12th Asian Conference on Computer Vision,
ACCV 2014, in Singapore, in November 2014. The 153 full papers presented were selected from numerous
submissions. LNCS 9008 contains the papers selected for the Workshop on Human Gait and Action Analysis
in the Wild, the Second International Workshop on Big Data in 3D Computer Vision, the Workshop on Deep
Learning on Visual Data, the Workshop on Scene Understanding for Autonomous Systems and the Workshop
on Robust Local Descriptors for Computer Vision. LNCS 9009 contains the papers selected for the Workshop
on Emerging Topics on Image Restoration and Enhancement, the First International Workshop on Robust
Reading, the Second Workshop on User-Centred Computer Vision, the International Workshop on Video
Segmentation in Computer Vision, the Workshop: My Car Has Eyes: Intelligent Vehicle with Vision
Technology, the Third Workshop on E-Heritage and the Workshop on Computer Vision for Affective
Computing. LNCS 9010 contains the papers selected for the Workshop on Feature and Similarity for
Computer Vision, the Third International Workshop on Intelligent Mobile and Egocentric Vision and the
Workshop on Human Identification for Surveillance.
This comprehensive guide offers advice on the types of surgery on offer and highlights the many diets that
are required prior to surgery. Its main focus is on advice and recipes for after surgery to help the post-op
patient maximise their best chance of long-term success with weight-loss and better health.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the First International Conference on Applied Algorithms,
ICAA 2014, held in Kolkata, India, in January 2014. ICAA is a new conference series with a mission to
provide a quality forum for researchers working in applied algorithms. Papers presenting original
contributions related to the design, analysis, implementation and experimental evaluation of efficient
algorithms and data structures for problems with relevant real-world applications were sought, ideally
bridging the gap between academia and industry. The 21 revised full papers presented together with 7 short
papers were carefully reviewed and selected from 122 submissions.
How those with the power to design technology, in the very moment of design, are allowed to imagine who is
included--and who is excluded--in the future. Our world is built on an array of standards we are compelled to
share. In Proxies, Dylan Mulvin examines how we arrive at those standards, asking, "To whom and to what
do we delegate the power to stand in for the world?" Mulvin shows how those with the power to design
technology, in the very moment of design, are allowed to imagine who is included--and who is excluded--in
the future. For designers of technology, some bits of the world end up standing in for other bits, standards
with which they build and calibrate. These "proxies" carry specific values, even as they disappear from view.
Mulvin explores the ways technologies, standards, and infrastructures inescapably reflect the cultural milieus
of their bureaucratic homes. Drawing on archival research, he investigates some of the basic building-blocks
of our shared infrastructures. He tells the history of technology through the labor and communal practices of,
among others, the people who clean kilograms to make the metric system run, the women who pose as test
images, and the actors who embody disease and disability for medical students. Each case maps the ways
standards and infrastructure rely on prototypical ideas of whiteness, able-bodiedness, and purity to control
and contain the messiness of reality. Standards and infrastructures, Mulvin argues, shape and distort the
possibilities of representation, the meaning of difference, and the levers of change and social justice.
Using Problem-Solving Questions from the Primary Mathematics Challenge
Challenge Your Pupils 2
Daily Language Review Grade 5
Radio Frequency and Microwave Electronics Illustrated
Edexcel Linear
KS3 Maths
Of basic concepts. Data sources. Computer processing. Algorithms. Applications examples.
Research topics. Practical issues.
Written by specialists in teaching computer animation, this text addresses key international
topics of computer animation, such as: mathematics, modelling, rendering, and compositing. Each
chapter discusses a particular topic and how it is applied, including state-of-the-art
techniques that are used in computer animation. The handbook provides a complete and up-to-date
picture of computer animation and will be a valuable reference source for programmers,
technical directors and animators in computer animation, computer games and special effects and
also undergraduate and postgraduate students. The editor, John Vince, has written and edited
over 20 books on computer graphics, computer animation and virtual reality.
Table of contents
An accessible and practical introduction to wavelets With applications in image processing,
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audio restoration, seismology, and elsewhere, wavelets have been the subject of growing
excitement and interest over the past several years. Unfortunately, most books on wavelets are
accessible primarily to research mathematicians. Discovering Wavelets presents basic and
advanced concepts of wavelets in a way that is accessible to anyone with only a fundamental
knowledge of linear algebra. The basic concepts of wavelet theory are introduced in the context
of an explanation of how the FBI uses wavelets to compress fingerprint images. Wavelet theory
is further developed in the setting of function spaces. The book then moves on to present more
advanced topics such as filters, multiresolution analysis, Daubechies' wavelets, and further
applications. The book concludes with a series of projects and problems that introduce advanced
topics and offer starting points for research. Sample projects that demonstrate real wavelet
applications include image compression, a wavelet-based search engine, processing with
Daubechies' wavelets, and more. Among the special features of Discovering Wavelets are: * Reallife, hands-on examples that involve actual wavelet applications * A companion Web site
containing Pixel Images software and Maple files to be used with the projects in the book *
Challenging problems that reinforce and expand on the ideas being developed * An appendix
containing the linear algebra needed to understand wavelets as presented in the book
Applied Algorithms
Developing Debate and Critical Oracy in Schools
Proxies
Vision Models for High Dynamic Range and Wide Colour Gamut Imaging
5th International Conference, ICSI 2014, Hefei, China, October 17-20, 2014, Proceedings, Part
II

Leverage the numerical and mathematical modules in Python and its standard library as well
as popular open source numerical Python packages like NumPy, SciPy, FiPy, matplotlib and
more. This fully revised edition, updated with the latest details of each package and changes
to Jupyter projects, demonstrates how to numerically compute solutions and mathematically
model applications in big data, cloud computing, financial engineering, business management
and more. Numerical Python, Second Edition, presents many brand-new case study examples
of applications in data science and statistics using Python, along with extensions to many
previous examples. Each of these demonstrates the power of Python for rapid development
and exploratory computing due to its simple and high-level syntax and multiple options for
data analysis. After reading this book, readers will be familiar with many computing
techniques including array-based and symbolic computing, visualization and numerical file
I/O, equation solving, optimization, interpolation and integration, and domain-specific
computational problems, such as differential equation solving, data analysis, statistical
modeling and machine learning. What You'll Learn Work with vectors and matrices using
NumPy Plot and visualize data with Matplotlib Perform data analysis tasks with Pandas and
SciPy Review statistical modeling and machine learning with statsmodels and scikit-learn
Optimize Python code using Numba and Cython Who This Book Is For Developers who want to
understand how to use Python and its related ecosystem for numerical computing.
As we increase our reliance on computer-generated information, often using it as part of our
decision-making process, we must devise tools to assess the correctness of that information.
Consider, for example, software embedded on vehicles, used for simulating aircraft
performance, or used in medical imaging. In those cases, software correctness is of
paramount importance as there's little room for error. Software verification is one of the tools
available to attain such goals. Verification is a well known and widely studied subfield of
computer science and computational science and the goal is to help us increase confidence in
the software implementation by verifying that the software does what it is supposed to do.
The goal of this book is to introduce the reader to software verification in the context of
visualization. In the same way we became more dependent on commercial software, we have
also increased our reliance on visualization software. The reason is simple: visualization is the
lens through which users can understand complex data, and as such it must be verified. The
explosion in our ability to amass data requires tools not only to store and analyze data, but
also to visualize it. This book is comprised of six chapters. After an introduction to the goals
of the book, we present a brief description of both worlds of visualization (Chapter 2) and
verification (Chapter 3). We then proceed to illustrate the main steps of the verification
pipeline for visualization algorithms. We focus on two classic volume visualization techniques,
namely, Isosurface Extraction (Chapter 4) and Direct Volume Rendering (Chapter 5). We
explain how to verify implementations of those techniques and report the latest results in the
field of verification of visualization techniques. The last chapter concludes the book and
highlights new research topics for the future.
Abstract: Similarity coefficient mapping (SCM) aims to improve the morphological evaluation
of weighted magnetic resonance imaging However, how to interpret the generated SCM map
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is still pending. Moreover, is it probable to extract tissue dissimilarity messages based on the
theory behind SCM? The primary purpose of this paper is to address these two questions.
First, the theory of SCM was interpreted from the perspective of linear fitting. Then, a term
was embedded for tissue dissimilarity information. Finally, our method was validated with
sixteen human brain image series from multi-echo . Generated maps were investigated from
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and perceived visual quality, and then interpreted from intra- and
inter-tissue intensity. Experimental results show that both perceptibility of anatomical
structures and tissue contrast are improved. More importantly, tissue similarity or
dissimilarity can be quantified and cross-validated from pixel intensity analysis. This method
benefits image enhancement, tissue classification, malformation detection and morphological
evaluation.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 6th International Symposium on
Leveraging Applications of Formal Methods, Verification, and Validation, ISoLA 2014, held in
Corfu, Greece, in October 2014, and the 5th International Symposium, ISoLA 2012, held in
Heraklion, Crete, Greece, in October 2012. The 9 revised full papers presented were carefully
reviewed and selected from 22 submissions. This volume combines the post-conference
proceedings of the 2014 Doctoral Symposium and the 2014 Tutorial "Automata Learning in
Practice" with the post-conference publication of selected contributions from the Tracks
"Process-Oriented Geoinformation Systems and Applications" and "Processes and Data
Integration in the Networked Healthcare" of ISoLA 2012.
Closing the Vocabulary Gap
Leveraging Applications of Formal Methods, Verification, and Validation
Numerical Python
Statistical Atlases and Computational Models of the Heart: Imaging and Modelling Challenges
Meaningful Differences in the Everyday Experience of Young American Children
Advances in Swarm Intelligence
Foreword by Dr. Asad Madni, C. Eng., Fellow IEEE, Fellow IEE Learn the fundamentals of RF
and microwave electronics visually, using many thoroughly tested, practical examples RF
and microwave technology are essential throughout industry and to a world of new
applications-in wireless communications, in Direct Broadcast TV, in Global Positioning
System (GPS), in healthcare, medical and many other sciences. Whether you're seeking to
strengthen your skills or enter the field for the first time, Radio Frequency and
Microwave Electronics Illustrated is the fastest way to master every key measurement,
electronic, and design principle you need to be effective. Dr. Matthew Radmanesh uses
easy mathematics and a highly graphical approach with scores of examples to bring about a
total comprehension of the subject. Along the way, he clearly introduces everything from
wave propagation to impedance matching in transmission line circuits, microwave linear
amplifiers to hard-core nonlinear active circuit design in Microwave Integrated Circuits
(MICs). Coverage includes: A scientific framework for learning RF and microwaves easily
and effectively Fundamental RF and microwave concepts and their applications The
characterization of two-port networks at RF and microwaves using S-parameters Use of the
Smith Chart to simplify analysis of complex design problems Key design considerations for
microwave amplifiers: stability, gain, and noise Workable considerations in the design of
practical active circuits: amplifiers, oscillators, frequency converters, control
circuits RF and Microwave Integrated Circuits (MICs) Novel use of "live math" in circuit
analysis and design Dr. Radmanesh has drawn upon his many years of practical experience
in the microwave industry and educational arena to introduce an exceptionally wide range
of practical concepts and design methodology and techniques in the most comprehensible
fashion. Applications include small-signal, narrow-band, low noise, broadband and
multistage transistor amplifiers; large signal/high power amplifiers; microwave
transistor oscillators, negative-resistance circuits, microwave mixers, rectifiers and
detectors, switches, phase shifters and attenuators. The book is intended to provide a
workable knowledge and intuitive understanding of RF and microwave electronic circuit
design. Radio Frequency and Microwave Electronics Illustrated includes a comprehensive
glossary, plus appendices covering key symbols, physical constants, mathematical
identities/formulas, classical laws of electricity and magnetism, Computer-Aided-Design
(CAD) examples and more. About the Web Site The accompanying web site has an "E-Book"
containing actual design examples and methodology from the text, in Microsoft Excel
environment, where files can easily be manipulated with fresh data for a new design.
3D Computer Graphics
The Connection of the Physical Sciences
Complete Revision and Practice
Techniques and Applications
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